Using carbogen for calibrated fMRI at 7Tesla: comparison of direct and modelled estimation of the M parameter.
Task-evoked changes in cerebral oxygen metabolism can be measured using calibrated functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). This technique requires the use of breathing manipulations such as hypercapnia, hyperoxia or a combination of both to determine a calibration factor M. The M-value is usually obtained by extrapolating the BOLD signal measured during the gas manipulation to its upper theoretical physiological limit using a biophysical model. However, a recently introduced technique uses a combination of increased inspired concentrations of O2 and CO2 to saturate the BOLD signal completely. In this study, we used this BOLD saturation technique to measure M directly at 7Tesla (T). Simultaneous carbogen-7 (7% CO2 in 93% O2) inhalation and visuo-motor task performance were used to elevate venous oxygen saturation in visual and motor areas close to their maximum, and the BOLD signal measured during this manipulation was used as an estimate of M. As accurate estimation of M is crucial for estimation of valid oxidative metabolism values, these directly estimated M-values were assessed and compared with M-values obtained via extrapolation modelling using the generalized calibration model (GCM) on the same dataset. Average M-values measured using both methods were 10.4±3.9% (modelled) and 7.5±2.2% (direct) for a visual-related ROI, and 11.3±5.2% (modelled) and 8.1±2.6% (direct) for a motor-related ROI. Results from this study suggest that, for the CO2 concentration used here, modelling is necessary for the accurate estimation of the M parameter. Neither gas inhalation alone, nor gas inhalation combined with a visuo-motor task, was sufficient to completely saturate venous blood in most subjects. Calibrated fMRI studies should therefore rely on existing models for gas inhalation-based calibration of the BOLD signal.